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1

SAFEGUARDING STATEMENT
All those who come into contact with the Anglican Cursillo Movement in Great Britain must be treated
with understanding, dignity and respect. BACC is fully committed to ensuring the physical-, mental-,
emotional- and spiritual- health and well-being of all with whom it interacts.

2

DEFINITIONS AND GENERAL PRINCIPLES
This Policy is to be read in conjunction with the BACC Constitution and where a real or apparent
inconsistency arises, the Constitution shall take precedence.
In this Policy:
● “Diocesan Cursillo” means any Cursillo movement operating within the Church in Wales, the
Scottish Episcopal Church or the Church of England, irrespective of whether it operates at the
diocesan, multi-diocesan or provincial level.

3

SCOPE OF POLICY
This Policy covers all activities of BACC and thus all those when acting on behalf of BACC.
Specifically, it covers:
● Cursillo Leaders’ Workshops; and other courses organized and run by BACC;
● Webinars;
● The BACC Conference;
● BACC Standing Committee- and Full Council Meetings and the AGM;
● Communications, whether written, oral or electronic, to and from those holding positions of
authority within BACC when the communication is relating to BACC or uses BACC email addresses.
It does not cover the Ultreya GB, which is organised by the hosting Diocesan Cursillo and which is
therefore covered by the Diocesan Cursillo’s Safeguarding Policy and the host diocese’s Safeguarding
Policy. Similarly, it does not cover ultreyas or other events organised by a Diocesan Cursillo when
hosting a BACC Standing Committee or Full Council meeting.
This Policy does not cover the activities of events arranged by any individual Diocese.

4

SAFEGUARDING OFFICER (SGO)
The Safeguarding Officer will be the National Spiritual Director. In the event that there is no NSD in
post; the Standing Committee will appoint a temporary Safeguarding Officer until such time as the role
of NSD is filled.
It will be the responsibility of the Safeguarding Officer to ensure that they:
● shall have safeguarding training to Church of England level C2 or equivalent;
● shall have been Disclosure and Barring Service (DBS) or Disclosure Scotland checked (as
appropriate).
The name and contact details of the SGO (phone, email) shall be communicated to BACC members by
the BACC Register.

5

STANDING COMMITTEE
All members of the Standing Committee shall undertake safeguarding training up to and including the
Church of England’s level C1 or equivalent.
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6

CURSILLO LEADERS’ WORKSHOPS (CLWs)
6.1

6.2

7

Venue
The CLW Convenor, in arranging a venue for a CLW, shall ensure that the building and other
amenities are sufficient to meet any special needs (eg mobility, dietary) of those attending
(team and participants).
The CLW Convenor will obtain a copy of the Diocesan Safeguarding Policy for the diocese in
which the CLW is to take place and ensure that those on the team for the CLW understand its
requirements.
CLW Team
All members of the CLW team shall send their Disclosure and Barring Service (DBS)
documentation, or equivalent, to the CLW Convenor at least two weeks before the start of the
CLW.
All clergy members of the CLW team shall write to the bishop of the diocese in which the CLW
is to take place to obtain temporary permission to officiate for the duration of the CLW.
The CLW Convenor shall appoint at least one Spiritual Advisor (SA) for the CLW (who shall be a
member of the clergy). The CLW Convenor shall also appoint the SA or a suitably safeguarding
qualified member of the team as the CLW Safeguarding Officer.

PROCEDURE IN THE EVENT OF A SAFEGUARDING CONCERN
7.1

In Connection with a CLW
Any concern should be raised with the CLW Safeguarding Officer. If this is not appropriate
because given the circumstances, the CLW Safeguarding Officer cannot be impartial, then the
concern should be raised with (in order of precedence):

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
7.2

Another SA on the CLW;
Another Team member on the CLW;
The CLW Convenor;
The BACC Safeguarding Officer

The Diocesan Safeguarding Officer
In Other Circumstances
Any concern should be raised with the BACC Safeguarding Officer. If this is not appropriate
because given the circumstances, the BACC Safeguarding Officer cannot be impartial, then the
concern should be raised with (in order of precedence):

1. BACC President;
2. Another BACC Officer
7.3

Investigation
The individual identified in 7.1 or 7.2 shall investigate the concern raised, as far as is possible
without revealing the identity of the individual(s) raising the concern, and report the matter to
the relevant Diocesan Safeguarding Officer and (at their discretion) to the BACC President.
Any further action by BACC will be decided on by the President.
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